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Abstract: When a hypersonic vehicle moves at intended 

speed it experiences aerodynamic heating. Structural integrity 

is affected by these high temperatures. The vehicle structures 

are called as hot structures or warm structures. Hot structures 

are fabricated to resist high temperatures more than 810
0
K. 

Carbon– carbon composites, monolithic titanium alloys, metal 

– matrix composite materials are some examples of hot 

structures. These are used for hat – stiffened panels, honey 

comb sandwich panels. An example of an aircraft which uses 

these hot structures is Hyper – X 43 vehicle which has 

irregular shaped wing panels. This vehicle is subjected to 

nominal Mach 8. A heat transfer, thermal stress and thermal 

buckling analysis will be performed on three regions of the 

upper wing skin, 1) a fore wing panel, 2) an aft wing panel, 3) 

a unit panel at the middle of the aft wing panel. Heat transfer 

analysis will be performed on mid span of wing segment. The 

three panels mentioned will be subjected to four different 

boundary conditions with combinations of simply supported 

and clamped conditions. 

Keywords: TPS, Hyper – X 43 Vehicle. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

      Hypersonic flight vehicles are subjected to severe aero 

dynamic heating during flights. To maintain structural 

integrity at these high temperatures, the vehicle structural 

design concepts for high Mach number vehicles are different 

from those of low Mach number aircraft. The vehicle 

structure may be called “hot” structures or “warm” structures, 

depending on the operating temperature range. The hot 

structures are fabricated with high-temperature materials and 

are capable of operating at elevated temperatures exceeding 

810.8 K. Typical hot structural components are carbon/carbon 

composite structures, hat-stiffened panels fabricated with 

either monolithic titanium alloys or metal-matrix composite 

materials, and honeycomb sandwich panels fabricated with 

high-temperature materials such as Titanium, or nickel-based 

Inconel (Inco Alloys International, Inc., Huntington, West 

Virginia) alloys. The warm structures are fabricated with 

light-weight materials such as aluminum and must be 

insulated so that the sub-structural temperatures will not 

exceed the operating temperature limit of 449.7 K. The space 

shuttle orbiter is a good example of warm structure. The 

entire vehicle is protected with a thermal protection system 

(TPS) to shield the aluminum substructure from overheating 

beyond the warm temperature limit. An example of a recent 

hot structure is the new hypersonic flight research vehicle 

called Hyper-X (designated as the X-43 vehicle), which has 

unconventional wing structures with irregular-shaped wing 

panels (described in the following section). The X-43 is an 

unmanned experimental hypersonic aircraft with multiple 

planned scale variations meant to test various aspects of 

hypersonic flight. It is part of NASA's Hyper-X program. It 

has set several airspeed records for jet-propelled aircraft. A 

winged booster rocket with the X-43 itself at the tip, called a 

"stack", is launched from a carrier plane.   After the booster 

rocket (a modified first stage of the Pegasus rocket) brings 

the stack to the target speed and altitude, it is discarded, and 

the X-43 flies free using its own engine, a scramjet. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

       Thermal stress analysis is performed on three regions of 

the wing skin (lower or upper); 1) a fore wing panel, 2) an aft 

wing panel, and 3) a unit panel at the middle of the aft wing 

panel. A fourth thermal stress analysis is performed on a 

midspan wing segment. The unit panel region is identified as 

the potential thermal stress initiation zone. Therefore, thermal 

stress analysis of the Hyper-X wing panels could be reduced 

to the thermal stress analysis of that unit panel Mentioned 

analysis is for uniform temperature loading, a dome shaped 

temperature loading of same temperature loading analysis 

will be presented. The analysis is carried with HAYNES 230 

alloy and reason behind selecting this material is, it is a top-

of-the-line high-performance, industrial heat-resistant alloy 

for applications demanding high strength as well as resistance 

to environment. It is a substantial upgrade in performance 

capabilities from common iron nickel- chromium and nickel-

chromium alloys, and displays the best combination of 

strength, stability, environment resistance, and fabricability 

of any commercial nickel-base alloy. HAYNES 230 alloy can 

be utilized at temperatures as high as 1250°C for continuous 

service. Its resistance to oxidation, combustion environments 

and nitriding, recommends it highly for applications such as 

nitric acid catalyst grids, high-temperature bellows, industrial 

furnace fixtures and hardware, strand annealing tubes, 

thermocouple protection tubes, and many more. 
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TABLE I: Composition of HAYNES 230 Alloy 

 
 

III. MODELING AND MESHING 

 
Fig.1. Wing Cross section showing stiffeners.  

 

      As mentioned in introduction design of wing structures of 

Hyper – X is entirely different from that of the conventional 

wing structures as shown in Figs.1 and 2. The conventional 

spar and rib system is replaced with multiple radial stiffeners. 

Modeling of these stiffeners was done in ANSYS. Key points 

were created at the starting of the modeling based on the 

dimensions given. These points were joined using lines. Areas 

are created by joining these lines. Stiffeners are created as 

different areas as they are separate members which are 

welded to sheet panels. Areas which are created are extruded 

to a length of 2.258mm thickness as the width of the sheet 

considered. Width of stiffeners was taken as 6.25mm. Three 

radial stiffeners were modeled with panels attached to it. As 

in the real condition stiffeners are line welded to wing skin. 

Stiffeners are attached to sheet panels by using glue command 

which gives welding condition. Hollow area between first two 

stiffeners is treated as Bay – 1 and hollow area between 

second and third stiffener is treated as Bay – 2. Temperature 

on Bay – 1 and Bay – 2 upper skin are imposed with 

888.617K and lower skin temperature on Bay – 1 and Bay – 2 

was given as 588.64 K. These temperatures were considered 

at 89
th

 second of flight.        

 
Fig.2. fore wing panel. 
 

IV. STRESS ANALYSIS 

A. Thermal Stress Analysis 

   The panel distribution over each bay is arch – shaped. This 

is the typical behavior of hot structural panels supported by 

the boundary heat sinks. The structural temperatures at 

typical points of the wing segment at t=89 sec are listed in 

table 2. the upper and lower wing skin temperatures listed are 

the peak temperatures of each bay. 

 

TABLE II: Structural Temperatures At Typical Points of 

Wing Segment; t = 89 sec, K 

 
 The simulated chord-wise thermal stresses induced in the 

wing-segment skins under free expansion is as shown in 

fig.3.  

 
Fig. 3. Nodal solution of wing cross-section. 
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V. THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS ON FORE PANEL 

WITH DIFFERENT BOUNDARY CONDITION 

     Results of this paper is as shown in bellow Figs.4 to 22. 

 
Fig. 4. Deformation of wing fore panel at 348.11 K. 

 
Fig.5. Stress on wing fore panel along the thickness at 

348.11K. 

 
Fig.6. Deformation of wing fore panel at 353.11K. 

 
Fig.7. Stress on wing fore panel along the thickness at 

353.11 K. 

 
Fig.8. Deformation of wing fore panel at 452.54 K. 

 
Fig.9. Stress on wing fore panel along the thickness at 

452.54 K. 
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Fig.10. Deformation of wing fore panel at 483.10 K. 

 
Fig.11. Stress on wing fore panel along the thickness at 

483.10 K. 

         When different temperatures 322.56 K, 352.55 K, 

359.78 K, and 418.66 K were imposed on fore panel 

maximum stress of 0.16 N / mm
2
 was obtained. At 483 K 

Haynes material can resist up to 170 MPa of stress. It is seen 

that stress obtained is within the permissible limit.   

 
Fig.12. fore panel. 

 From Reference 14 when a uniform temperature of 452.54 K 

is experienced by fore panel maximum deformation and stress 

is obtained at near corner as shown. Position of maximum 

stress on fore panel is almost same. 

 
Fig.13. Graph, Stress Vs Temperature. 

TABLE III: Temperature and Stress Variation On Fore 

Panel With SS – SS Condition 

 
A. Thermal Stress Analysis On Aft Panel With Different 

Boundary Condition 

 
Fig.14. Deformation of wing aft panel at 322.56 K. 

 
Fig.15. Stress on wing aft panel along the thickness at 

322.56K. 
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Fig.16. Deformation of wing aft panel at 352.55 K. 

 
Fig.17. Stress on wing aft panel along the thickness at 

352.55K. 

 
Fig.18. Deformation of wing aft panel at 418.66K. 

 
Fig.19. Stress on wing aft panel along the thickness at 

418.66K. 

 
Fig.20. Deformation of wing aft panel at 359.78K. 

 
Fig.21. Stress on wing aft panel along the thickness at 

359.78K. 
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Fig.22. Graph, Stress Vs Temperature. 

TABLE IV: Temperature and Stress Variation On Aft 

Panel with CL – CL Condition 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

   Heat transfer, thermal stress, and thermal buckling analyses 

were performed on the Hyper-X wing structure for the Mach 

8 mission. The key results of the analyses follow. For fore 

panel with simply supported – simply supported condition 

and when it is exposed to different temperatures (348.11K, 

353.11K, 452.54K, 483.10K) deformation & stress due to 

deformation is within the resistive value of Haynes 230 

material which is used. For different boundary conditions 

considered for aft panel of wing is capable of resisting 

different uniform temperatures (322.56K, 359.78K, 352.55K, 

418.66K) and 540 N/mm
2
. Unit panel which is a part of aft 

panel whose edges are supported on stiffeners when is 

experiences a temperatures 302.23K, 388.11K, 318.67K, 

419.21K and 540N/mm
2
 its stress developed due to 

deformation is resistible and deformation is within the elastic 

limit. By identifying the unit panel region as the potential 

thermal buckling initiation zone, thermal buckling analysis of 

the Hyper-X wing panels may be reduced to the thermal 

buckling analysis of the unit panel without going through 

complex modeling of the entire wing structure. Material 

considered for the stiffener of the wing is capable of resisting 

the temperature imposed on it. 
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